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I. An Empire Transformed 

A. The French and Indian War and the Seven Years’ War – repercussions and revelations 
– Rise in National Debt; increase taxes; increase in tax bureaucracy; transformation in British 

politics; revelation of weak control of the colonies by the Britain; peacetime deployment of 
troops in North America 
 
 
 
 

B. Militarization of British North America – why the number of troops in the colonies increased  
– Protect against Native American uprisings like Pontiac’s, prevent rebellion in former French 

Canada, enforce Proclamation of 1763, and enforce colonial loyalty 
 
 

C. Sugar Act of 1764 – what it was; what it replaced; impact; person behind it 
– British law that decreased the duty on French molasses, making it more attractive to follow and 

raising penalties on smugglers; replaced the Molasses Act of 1733; endangered the profits of 
molasses smugglers and rum distilleries; George Grenville 
 
 
 

D. Vice-Admiralty Courts – what they were; relationship with Sugar Act; impact 
– A maritime tribunal with no jury; the Sugar Act extended their jurisdiction to deal with all 

customs offences; revived American fears of Britain trying to degrade their status as English 
subjects 
 
 

E. Stamp Act of 1765 – what it was; purpose 
– A tax on all paper goods in the colonies; it was meant to raise money to cover the cost of 

keeping British troops in the colonies 
 
 
 

F. Virtual Representation – what it was in response to; what it was 
– Benjamin Franklin argued that higher taxes in the colonies should be accompanied by greater 

representation in Parliament; the idea that American colonists were already represented in 
British government by merchants and absentee landlords and thus did not need direct 
representation in Parliament 
 
 
 

G. Quartering Act of 1765 – what it was 
– Law requiring colonial governments to provide barracks and food for British troops 

 
 
 



II. The Dynamics of Rebellion, 1765-1770 
A. Stamp Act Congress – what it was 
– A congress of delegates from nine assemblies to protest the loss of American rights and 

liberties, particularly the right to trial by jury and opposition to the Stamp and Sugar Acts 
 
 
 

B. Sons of Liberty – who they were; what they did 
– Organization of colonists who banded together to protest the Stamp Act and other imperial 

reforms of the 1760s; formed mobs demanding t 
– he 
–  resignation of stamp-tax collectors 

C. English Common Law – what it was 
– Body of legal rules and procedures accumulated over time in Britain that protected the lives and 

property of British subjects 
 
 

D. Natural Rights – what they were; associated thinkers 
– Rights to life, liberty and property that should be protected by the government; Thomas 

Jefferson, John Locke, Montesquieu 
 
 
 

E. Abolitionism – impact of colonial resistance on abolition movements 
– Association of slavery with violation of natural rights and slaves submitted petitions against 

slavery in state legislators 
 
 

F. Declaratory Act of 1766 – what it was; who authored it; reason for passing it 
– Act declaring the Parliament had the unalienable right to legislate for its British colonies; Lord 

Rockingham; assuage fears of imperial reform supporters after Rockingham reduced the taxes 
established by the Sugar Act and repealed the Stamp Act 
 
 
 

G. Townshend Act of 1767 – what it was and it what it taxed; where money went; purpose 
– Law establishing new taxes on tea, glass, lead, paper, and painters’ colors; American military 

expenses, salaries of royal governors, judges, and other imperial officials; sought to undermine 
American political institutions 
 
 
 

H. Nonimportation Movement – what it was; role of women and the Daughters of Liberty and 
effects on women in the community 
– Movement to stop importing goods from Britain in opposition to taxes/duties perceived as 

unfair; women reduced consumption of imported goods through spinning yarn, weaving cloth 
and performing charitable work; brought women into the public sphere 
 



I. Scioto Confederacy – what it was; reasons for establishment 
– Confederation of Native American tribes in the Ohio Valley; formed to resist Euro-American 

encroachment in the Ohio Valley 
 
 

J. Boston Massacre – Impact of troop presence in Boston; what happened in the Massacre; 
aftermath 
– Troops made up 10% of the local population and annoyed the population; nine British redcoats 

fired into a crows and killed five townspeople; the soldiers were not charged 
  
 

III. The Road to Independence, 1771-1776 
A. Committees of Correspondence – what they were; what they did; who formed the first one and 

where it was 
– Communication network established between towns in the colonies to provide rapid 

dissemination of news about important political developments; Samuel Adams, Boston 
 

B. Tea Act of May 1773 – what it was; intended purpose; reactions in the colonies 
– Law that lowered the existing tax on tea to entice boycotting Americans to buy it; was meant to 

help the British East Indian Company make money; Sons of Liberty prevented East India 
Company ships from unloading tea and led to the Boston Tea Party 
 
 

C. Coercive Acts – cause of Act; what they were; what they did; alternative name; effects 
– In response to Boston Tea Party; four British in 1774 meant to punish Massachusetts for the 

Boston Tea Party; closed Boston Harbour, annulled colony charter, prohibited town meetings, 
new Quartering act, Justice Act; Intolerable Acts; helped create a sense of Patriot unity in the 
colonies 
–  

 
D. Continental Congress – what it was; who was not in attendance; Joseph Galloway’s plan; the 

Congress’s decision 
– Gathering of colonial delegates in Philadelphia in 1774 to discuss the crisis caused by the 

Coercive Acts; Newfoundland, Florida, Quebec, Nova Scotia, Georgia, Barbados, Jamaica did 
not attend; advocated unification of the colonies under the king; demanded repeal of the 
Coercive Acts and threatened economic/commercial retaliation 
–  

 
E. Continental Association – what it was 
– Association established in 1774 by Continental Congress to enforce boycott of British goods 

 
 

F. Loyalists – reasons for resisting the Patriot movement; approximate percentage of loyalist in 
terms of population 
– People thought that the American elite were replacing British domination with their own; 

worried that resistance would undermine political institutions, cause anarchy; fear of 
intimidation/violence of Sons of Liberty; hoped to avoid conflict; 15-20% 
–  



 
G. Lord Dunmore’s War – causes; who Lord Dunmore was; what happened; impact 
– British retreat from Fort Pitt led to both Pennsylvania and Virginia; Lord Dunmore was 

governor of Virginia; Dunmore called out Virginia’s militia against the Shawnee, claiming 
Kentucky for Virginia; functioned as the informal declaration of independence for the people of 
the backcountry 
 
 

H. Minutemen – who they were; impact of them and other colonial militias in Massachusetts 
– Colonial militia who were prepared to mobilize on short notice; Gage began to lose control over 

much of Massachusetts outside of Boston 
 
 

I. Lexington and Concord – causes; impact 
– Lord Dartmouth declared Massachusetts to be in open rebellion and Gage moved to capture 

colonial rebel supplies and leaders; outbreak of armed rebellion against the British 
 
 
 

J. Second Continental Congress – what it was; what its powers were; 
– Legislative body that governed the United States from May 1775 throughout the Revolutionary 

War; established army, created money; and declared independence 
–  

K. Slaves and the Revolution – what their role was 
– Fought in royalist Ethiopian Regiment; were promised freedom through Dunmore’s ‘Diabolical 

Scheme’ 
 

L. Common Sense – author; what it was; importance 
– Thomas Paine; anti-monarchical pamphlet that called for American independence; helped 

inspire and justify 
 
 

M. Declaration of Independence – author; date of signing; importance 
– Thomas Jefferson; July 4 1776; established defining political values of the new nation 

 
 

N. Popular Sovereignty – what it was; importance 
– Principle that ultimate power lies in the hands of the electorate; important part of the 

Declaration of Independence’s call for independence 


